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BITCOIN MINING RIG PRICES UP 35% SINCE
START OF NOVEMBER
by Terence Zimwara, writing for Bitcoin.com
The prices of the latest generation mining rigs have gone up 35% since the
beginning of November, according to Hashr8. The observed price increase comes
as Bitmain and Microbt are reportedly sold out until May 2021. As a consequence
of the supply of mining rigs failing to meet the demand, some miners are now
forced to turn to the secondary market.

JACK DORSEY FORESEES BITCOIN BEING
ENTIRELY POWERED BY RENEWABLES
by John Lee Quigley, writing for HASHR8
NYSE-listed Square is committing $10 million to support companies driving
renewables adoption in the Bitcoin ecosystem. The initiative targets firms who
are working on green energy technologies within the Bitcoin mining industry.
Bitcoin mining is the natural focus for the initiative, given that its energy
consumption vastly outsizes other areas in the industry.

VISA PROPOSES
METHOD FOR
OFFLINE DIGITAL
CURRENCY
PAYMENTS
by Mathew Di Salvo,
writing for DeCrypt

Visa has proposed an offline
payment system for central

MINING COMPANIES STRIKE IT BIG IN
AMERICA’S HEARTLAND
by Harry Leeds, writing for BeInCrypto
While China controls the lion’s share of Bitcoin’s hashrate, some companies are
looking to America’s economically depressed heartland for cheap power to up the
mining competition. The first week of December saw a startup called Core Scientific
raise over $23 million to mine Bitcoin. With mining farms in North Carolina,
Kentucky, and Georgia, the company is no novice.

bank digital currencies
(CBDCs) in a new research
paper. The payments giant’s
paper, “Towards a Two-Tier
Hierarchical Infrastructure:
An Offline Payment System
for Central Bank Digital
Currencies,” acknowledges
the benefits of CBDCs—but
says they should, when they
finally available, be able to
be made without an internet
connection.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
In this episode of CRYPTO
101, Band Protocol CoFounder Soravis
Srinawakoon explains why
oracles are such crucial

GENESIS MINING USES EXCESS BITCOIN ENERGY
TO HEAT GREENHOUSES
by Liam Frost, writing for DeCrypt
Crypto cloud mining company Genesis Mining has revealed a new pilot project
that aims to utilize excess heat from its production to warm up greenhouses in

infrastructure in crypto

Sweden, according to a press release. Per the announcement, the Boden-based

and especially DeFi sphere.

project has been in development for over a year already. Its objective is not only

Listen to the episode here.

to recycle excess energy waste but also to support the local government's plans to
become more self-sufficient in food production.

THE NEXT 10 YEARS OF BITCOIN MINING.
WHAT WILL IT LOOK LIKE?
by Daniel Frumkin, writing for Bitcoin Magazine
This week, Slush Pool celebrates the 10-year anniversary of the first block the pool
ever mined, Block #97834. However, this is not going to be some feel-good
reflection on the past 10 years. Rather, this piece is going to focus on our vision for
the next 10 years, because this will be the decade that determines whether Bitcoin
mining can remain meaningfully decentralized as publicly-traded companies,
energy producers, and even major governments become increasingly involved in

'BITCOIN NEVER
GETS HACKED' —
CRYPTO PLAYERS
RESPOND TO US
TREASURY BREACH
by Turner Wright,
writing for Cointelegraph

the mining industry and the greater Bitcoin ecosystem.

JPMORGAN SEES $600 BN DEMAND FOR BTC
FROM GLOBAL INSTITUTIONAL ADOPTION
by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com
JPMorgan’s analysts have predicted significant demand for Bitcoin following
the $100 million purchase of the cryptocurrency by Massmutual. The analysts

According to a report from

believe that other traditional investors, including pension funds, will follow

Reuters, a “sophisticated

suit, leading to a conservative estimate of $600 billion demand for Bitcoin.

hacking group” was able to
breach the U.S. Treasury.
Crypto players were quick to
respond to the news. "Bitcoin
never gets hacked," said
Kraken's head of business
Dan Held on Twitter.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

VENEZUELAN GOVT SIGNS AGREEMENT TO
GRANT LICENSES TO CRYPTO MINERS
by Felipe Erazo, writing for Bitcoin.com
The National Superintendency of Crypto Assets (Sunacrip) and the National
Electricity Corporation of Venezuela (Corpoelec) signed an agreement to establish
guidelines to “improve the development” of bitcoin and other crypto mining
activities across the country.

